Let G be a finite group. Denote by r(G) the least cardinality of a subset A of G, satisfying A2 = G. Upper bounds for r(G) are found in the cases when G is a solvable group, a simple group or an arbitrary group. Special upper bounds are found for nilpotent groups, for the alternating and the symmetric groups and for almost all group orders. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. The aim of this paper is to find upper bounds for r(G) in case G is a nilpotent group, a solvable group, a simple group or an arbitrary group.
One way of doing it is by showing that G possesses a subgroup of order close to IGI I". Our Section I deals with that type of problem.
A family of finite groups 3 will be called well based if there exists a constant c such that r(G) < c [G/ '/'* for each GE 5. In [R2] Rohrbach showed that the class of abelian groups with a bounded number of generators is well based. He also mentioned that the class of solvable groups which possess a series of a bounded length with cyclic factors is well based.
In this paper we show that the family of nilpotent groups, as well as the families of alternating and symmetric groups, are well based.
In Section I we prove that every non-abelian simple group G possesses a subgroup H satisfying IGI 2'3 > IHI > IGI 'j3. Results concerning the existence of medium-size subgroups in arbitrary groups are also obtained.
In Section II we prove that r(G) < 4 IGI 'I2 if G is a nilpotent group; it follows that the family of the nilpotent groups is well based. We were informed by Professor Melvyn B. Nathanson that his Ph. D. student Mr. Jia had obtained a similar result in his thesis. We also prove that r(G) < (Cl+ P)/& IGI iI2 if G is a solvable group and p is the largest prime dividing IG/, r(G) <2 IGI *I3 if G is either a solvable group or a nonabelian simple group and r(G) < 2 IGI 3'4 for an arbitrary finite group G. Finally we show that given 0 <E < 1, almost all integers n 6 x, as x + co, have the property that r(G) < IGI "*+' for every group G of order n.
Section III is devoted to the alternating and symmetric groups. We prove that the alternating groups A, possess subgroups of order very close to IA,, li2, and consequently they satisfy r(A,) < 2.13 /A,[ I". In particular, the alternating groups are well based, and we will see that this implies that the symmetric groups are also well based.
There are many questions concerning bases which remain open. We just mention a couple of the most obvious questions: (1) If G is solvable (or even supersolvable), is G well based? (2) Is r(G) < 2 lG12j3 for every finite group?
We shall denote the order of the largest composition factor of G by f(G) and the largest prime divisor of IGl by p(G), with the understanding that f( 1) = p( 1) = 1. The composition length of G will be denoted by c(G) and its center by Z(G). By K< G we mean: K is a subgroup of G. Let K< G and let x, y E G. Then K" denotes x-'Kx, K, denotes nxEG K", the G-core of K, [x, ~1 = x-'y-'xy and (x, y) denotes the subgroup of G generated by x and y. The alternating and the symmetric groups on n letters will be denoted by A, and S,, respectively. If a is a real number, then [a] denotes the least integer n satisfying a <n and La] denotes the largest integer 172 satisfying m < CI. The rest of our notation is standard.
The authors are grateful to Carlo Scoppola and Avinoam Mann for their constructive remarks.
I. ON MEDIUM-SIZE SUBGROUPS
In this section G is a non-trivial finite group and CI denotes a real number satisfying 0 < GI < 1. Proof Let IG : KI = n. As KG=l, K#G and there exists XEG-NG (K) . Let K1 = K n K". As x $ N,(K), K" # K and KK-" > K. Now IK(2/IK,I = JKK"I = IKx-'KI. Also x$N, (K) implies that 1 $Kx-'K, (3) [ Rohrbach, R23 Zf H z~ G, then r(G) 
2r( G/H) r(H).
(4) Zf Ha G and G= HCo(H), then r(G)< r(G/H) r(H). In particular, the conclusion holds if H < Z(G). The set S= (Uihj, hjU, ( i = i,, iz, . . . . irCGIHj, hjE B} is also a basis for G. Indeed, if g E G, then g = aiujh for some i and j and some h E H. As H _a G, g = UiUUj for some u E H and consequently g = uih,h,aj for some s and t. Thus g E S2 and S is a basis for G. It follows that r(G) < 2r(G/H) r(H), proving (3).
If H g G and G = HC, (H), then the ai from D may be chosen out of CG (H). Thus, in S, uihj = hja, and hence r(G) < JSJ < r(G/H) r(H), proving (4).
Clearly (5) follows from (4). So suppose, finally, that G is as in (6) and let Bi, 16 i < s, be minimal bases for the Hi. By the commutativity between the Hi, it is clear that each gE G can be written in the form: g= (4 **~~s)(bl . . . b,), where {ai, bi} E Bi for 1 < i < s. Now (6) follows easily from this observation. 1
Lemma 5 yields an important corollary. (2) Let the series be 1 = G, a . . . a G, a Go= G and let
for O<i<s--1. By (I), r(G)<2r(Q,)r(G,) and hence (2) follows by induction on s. 1
We also mention a slightly improved version of a well-known result. It follows that IAl < IGj/2 < LlG//2 J + 1, a contradiction. Thus A is a basis for G and r(G)~LlWJ+ 1. I LEMMA 8. Let G be a group of order n let m = LJn-1 j.
(1) Zf G is cyclic, then and r(G)<2J;z-l if n>2.
In particular, r(G) < 2 ,,f% for all n.
(2) [Rohrbach, R2] (m+1) withksatisfyingm+k(m+l)<n-1 andm+(k+l)(m+l)>n-l,constitute a basis of Z,. Hence But (m+l)'>n-1, whence n/(m+l)<(m+l)+l/(m+l) and consequently Ln/(m + 1)j 6 m + 1. Combining this inequality with a previous one yields our first statement.
The above inequalities yield r(G) < m + n/(m + 1). The function x f n/(x + 1) has a minimum at x = ,,& -1 and it is concave upward. Since JZi>m=L&ZJ>&-1 we conclude that
for n > 2. Clearly this implies that r(G) < 2 & for all n.
(2) Suppose that G= (xi, . . . . xd) and let Xi = (Xi) for 1< i < d. Then G = nf= I Xi and by Lemma 5(6) r(G) < nf= I r(Xi)* Since the xi are cyclic groups, (2) follows by (1). 1
We remark, in passing:
LEMMA 9. Let G be a finite group of order n and let r(G) = r.
(1) If G is abelian, then r2 + r 3 2n. In particular, r > ,/% -1. (2) [Klotz, K] If G is cyclic, then r > J!m for n large enough.
ProoJ (1) If G is abelian and A is a minimal basis of G, then the number of distinct products in A2 is at most r + (r -1) + . . . + 1 = (r2 + r)/2, yielding ( 1).
The proof of (2) can be found in [K] . 1
The following simple lemma is basic for this paper. 
In particular, if G is solvable then (1) holds with p = p(G). Moreover, letting c(G) = c we obtain [Rohrbach, R2] r(G)<22c-1 IGj"2.
Proof ( (2) We are in the situation of Corollary 6(2), with s= c. Since the composition factors in a solvable group are cyclic, it follows by Lemma 8( 1) that r(Q,) < 2 lQil "' for 1 < i < c and by Corollary 6(2) we obtain (2). m
In view of Lemma 7, it is of some interest to check when r(G) < IG1/2. PROPOSITION 12. Let G be a group of order n. Then
(1) If G is cyclic, then r(G) < n/2 if and only if n 2 11 or n = 9.
(2) Zf G is arbitrary and n > 15, then r(G) < n/2. Proof: Denote r(G) by r.
(1) By Lemma 8(l), r<2(n-l)l/* for n>2. As 2(n-l)'/*<n/2 for n815, we have r<n/2 for n>l5. For n=ll, 13, and 14, Lemma S(1) yields: r <m + Ln/(m + l)] <n/2, where m = L(n -l)l'* J. For n = 9 and n= 12, the following are bases of (0, 1, . . . . n -l} with less than n/2 elements, respectively, (0, 1, 3,4} and (0, 1, 3, 5, 6). Thus it remains to check that ran/2 for n < 8 and for n = 10. If n 9 8 and q < n/2, then q* + q < 2n. Hence, by Lemma 9( 1 ), r >, n/2 for n 6 8. Finally, a computer check shows that there exists no basis for n = 10 consisting of 4 elements and hence r > n/2 for this n.
(2) If p = 2, then n = 2" B 16 and by Theorem 11 we obtain r < (3/J?) 2"'* -1 < 2"-' = n/2. If p = 3 or p = 5, then Lemma 10 implies that r < (n/p) + p -1 <n/2, as n > 15. So assume that p > 7. If n B 3p, then by Lemma 10 we obtain r < (n/p) + p -1 <n/7 + n/3 <n/2. If n = p, then r < n/2 by (1). Since p ) n and n > 15, it remains only to deal with the case n=2p, ~311. Let H<G, IHI=p. By Lemma5 (1) and (l), we obtain r < 2r( H) < 2~12 = n/2 as p > 11. The proof is complete. 1
If G is a nilpotent group of order which is a square of an integer, then we can obtain an excellent upper bound for r(G). PROPOSITION 13. Let G be nilpotent group of order m*, where m is an integer. Then r(G) < 2 IGI 'I*.
Proof: Since G is a nilpotent group of order m*, it has a subgroup of order m = 1 G 1 l/*. It follows by Lemma 10 that r(G)<2 jGI'/*-1 < 2jGI"*. 1
This proposition enables us to prove that finite nilpotent groups are well based. THEOREM 14. rf G is a nilpotent group, then r(G) < 4 (GI Ii*, ProoJ If G is a nilpotent group, then Z(G) contains a cyclic subgroup H of square-free order such that /G/HI = m2 for some integer m. By Lemma8 (1) t(H)<2 IHI'/* and by Proposition 13 r( G/H) < 2 1 G/HI 'I*. Thus Lemma 5.(4) yields r(G) < r(G/H) r(H) < 4 IGI l/*. 1 COROLLARY 15. Let N be a nilpotent subgroup of G, with INI > IGI" and O<a<l.
Then r(G)<4 IG11-a'2.
Proof. By Lemma5 (1) r(G)<IG: NI r(N) and r(N)<4INI"* by Theorem 14. Use of our assumption now gives the upper bound sought. 1
If G is a non-abelian simple group, we obtain an upper bound for r (G) which is independent of p(G). We now obtain an upper bound for r(G), where G is a solvable group, which is independent of p(G). THEOREM 17. If f(G) = p, a prime, then r(G)<2 lG12'3.
In particular, the above inequality holds if G is solvable.
Proof: Clearly p(G) = f(G) = p. Denote I G( by n and r(G) by r. Suppose, first, that p 2 n2'3. Then, using Lemma 5(l) with respect to IHI = p and Lemma 8(l), we obtain r < 2p'/*n/p < 2n213, as required. Suppose next that p<n .
1'3 Then it follows by Theorem 11 that r Q (1 + p)(n/p)"'< 2(np)"* 6 2n213 as required. Suppose, finally, that n113 < p c n213. Then by Lemma 10 with jHj=p we obtain rc2n 2'3 The proof is complete. 1 . Now we are ready for the case of an arbitrary finite group. Denote 1 GI by n. If n = 1, then Theorem 18 certainly holds. So suppose that n > 1 and let 1 = G, u . 4 G, = G be a composition series of G. Then for each a, 0 < a < 1, there exists i, 0 < i < c such that lGil <H' and IGi_ll~n'.Letf,=IGi_,:Gjl.Then,asinTheorem1,eitherH=Gi~1 or H = Gi satisfies fjP 1/2rza < /HI < f~'*n'.
If f, is not a prime, then we can prove more: there exists K< G with Gi < K < GiP i satisfying fi-"%Or < 1 KI < fi 1'3rP Indeed, suppose that neither . K= G,-, nor K=Gi satisfies this inequality. Then (Gil <fiP"3n" and IGi-'l >f;'3na, yielding J;-213rza 6 IGi/ <fiP 1'3n'. Since f, is not a prime, I;i = G,-i/G, is a non-abelian simple group and by Theorem 4 there exists K<G with Gi6K<GimI satisfying IG,l fij3 < IK:j < IG,\ff'3. Applying the previous inequality we obtain J;-1'3rza < / KI < fii3nx, as claimed. Now fix rx = i. If fi= q, a prime, then there exists H < G satisfying (n/q)"'% IHI < (qn) .
"* It follows by Lemma 10, as in the proof of Theorem 11, that r(G) < (q + l)(n/q) '12. By proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 17, with q instead of p, we obtain r(G) < 2n213, yielding the required inequality. So suppose, from now on, that fi is not a prime. Then, as shown above, there exists K < G satisfying f,-1'3n1'2 6 1 KI < f;13n 'I*. If fi<n314 we may conclude that n114 < lKl< n314. But then, by Lemma 10, we obtain r(G) < 2n314, as required. So assume, finally, that j-ifirz33/4. By Corollary 6( 1) r(G) < r(Fi) n/jFil and Theorem 16 yields r(Fi) < 2 lir,l *j3. Thus r(G) < 2n/lF,j 'I3 < 2n314, as required. The proof of Theorem 18 is complete. 1
Our last result in this section deals with an upper bound for r(G) for almost all group orders. More precisely, the statement: "Given 0 <E < 1, almost all integers n < x, as x + co, have property P (depending one E))' means that if N(x) denotes the number of positive integers n <x such that P holds for n, then lim, _ co N(x)/x = 1. We prove THEOREM 19. Given 0 < E < 1, almost all integers n 6 x, as x -+ co, have the property that r(G) < IG) '/*+&for every group G of order n.
Proof. From the main theorem in [B] we know that given 0 <E < 1, almost all integers n d x, as x + co, have the property that every group G of order n has a normal cyclic subgroup H of order 1 HI > IGI ' -". By Lemma 5( 3) r(G) < 2r(G/H) r(H). Furthermore, r(H) < 2 ) HI I'* by Lemma 8( 1 ), whereas by Theorem 18 we have r(G/H) < 2 1 G : HI 3'4. Since with the exception of finitely many n (depending on E) we have 8 < lGl"'2 we conclude that for almost all n r(G)<8 lG:H13'4 IHI"'= (G("' IG:H11'4<8 IG11i2(1+E)< IG11'2fE. 1
III. THE ALTERNATING AND SYMMETRIC GROUPS
The aim of this section is to prove that the alternating and symmetric groups are well based. We shall prove that r(A,)<2.13 IA,I"2 and r(S,) 6 3 IS,1 'I* for all n. In order to do so, we first prove that each A,, n>4, possesses a subgroup of order very close to ]A,/"*. Proof. By Stirling's formula, (n/e)"(27uz)"'< n! < (n/e)"(27zn)"* e1'12n,
We need to show that f!/2 >m = (n!)"'/2 or equivalently f! > (n!)"*.
In view of Stirling's formula, it suffices to show ( f/e)f(2nf )l/' > (n/e)"'2(27rn)"4 e1'24n. Squaring both sides and taking into account that f 22n/3, we conclude that it suffices to prove that Clearly 47+3 > (2nn) I'* e Vet holds for all n > 1. Hence it remains to show that (2n/3e)4"'3 > (n/e)", which is equivalent to n > e(3/2)4 or n 2 14. The claim follows. ProoJ: By Claim 1, i< r2n/31 and hence i< 2n/3. Let Ai act on the set ( 1, 2, *a', i> and let A,-i act on the set (i + 1, . . . . n]. Denote by P a Sylow 2-subgroup of Anei. Then Aj x P is a subgroup of A,, and since P is a 2-group, it suffices to show that IPI 3 m/lA,I. In view of our opening remarks IA iI > 2m/(i + 1) and hence it suffices to prove that IPI B (i + 1)/2. By the well-known formula, IPI = 2" with s 3 L(n -i)/2] + L(n -i)/4 J -1 =del U. Since i-c 2n/3, we have n -i> n/3 yielding n -i > (n + 1)/3 and i<(2n-1)/3.
Let n-i=4t+6, where 6=0, 1,2, or 3. Then t= (n -i)/4 -6/4 >, (n + 1)/12 -6/4 and consequently
Letting 6 =O, 1,2, or 3, we obtain 36/4-Lsj2_l< 514 and hence u>(n-3)/4-5/4=(n-8)/4. As i<(2n-1)/3, we obtain (i+1)/2< (n + 1)/3 and it suffices to prove that For those values of n we need to determine exactly the corresponding values of i. Here they are, arranged in couples (n, i), (18, ll) , (17, 101, (16, lo), (15,9), (14, 8), (13, 8) , (1297) (lL7), (l&6), (9, 5), (8, 5), (7,4), (6,4), (5, 3).
Since we need to find Q < A, _ i satisfying m < ( A,J IQ1 < 2m, we shall list now the couples (n, d), with 5<n< 18 and dxm/(A,I, (18,2.004), (17,5.19), (16, 1.26), (15, 3.15), (14, 7.32), (13, 1.95), (12,4.34) (11, 1.25), (10, 2.64), (9, 5.01), (8, 1.67), (7, 2.95), (6, l.ll), (5, 1.82).
As de 8 for all n, it follows that there exists a 2-group Q with the required properties whenever n -i 2 6. If de 4, then such a 2-group Q exists whenever n -i > 4. So we are left only with the cases n = 5,6, 7, 8,9, and 12. In particular, the finite symmetric groups are well based.
Proof By Lemma 5(l) we have r(S,) 6 2r(A,) and Theorem 21 yields r(A,) < (4 + l/G) (A,( '12. As 2 (A,[ 'I2 = ,/? IS,/ 'j2, the inequality of Theorem 22 follows. I.
Nore added in proof
Two Tel-Aviv University students Gadi Kozma and Ehud Schreiber have noted that since supersolvable groups have a nilpotent commutator subgroup, it follows by Theorem 14 and Lemma 5.3 that r(G) < 32 IGI 1/Z for finite supersolvable groups. This answers part of our question (1) in the Introduction affirmatively. M. B. Nathanson has since provided ["On the problem of Rohrbach for finite groups," to appear] a proof that for an arbitrary finite group G, r(G) < 2{ (GJ In (GI }I" + 2. This results in the following improvement of Theorem 19: Theorem 19'. Given E, 0 <E < 1, for almost all integers n Cx, as x -+ 03, r(G) < E((GI In jGl)"* for every group G of order n. Nathanson's result answers our question (2) in the Introduction in the affirmative. We finally ask: (3) Are all finite groups well based?
